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Author's response to reviews:

Editor Comments and Response.

1. Please remove the email addresses of authors from the title in your manuscript’s submission data.

Response- I have removed the email addresses of authors from the title page.

2. Please indicate the corresponding author on the title page of the manuscript.

Response- I have added symbol © after my name to denote that I am the corresponding author. I have also added superscript to denote institution association. I had two institutions listed initially which have overlapping collaborations therefore removed one and listed the academic institution which is UCSF Fresno.

3. In accordance with BMC submission guidelines for Case Reports, please combine the Discussion and Conclusions subsections under one heading “Discussion and Conclusions.”

Response- I have merged the conclusion section under Discussion and conclusions section.

4. Please ensure all of the following subsections are included in your Declarations:

Response- I have included all the mentioned subsections in my declaration.
5. Please provide details as to the individual contributions of each author in the Authors’ contributions subsection of the Declarations.

Response- I have provided details regarding contributions of each author.

6. At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.

Response- I have uploaded my updated manuscript as a single file.